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visible light - Why does moonlight have a lower color
temperature? - Physics Stack Exchange
However it is true that under most circumstances we do not
perceive the color of moonlit objects. Moon light reflection
off of the ocean, water appears black.
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Colour Temperature and Brightness of Moonlight | Nature
Therefore, the question remains, if moonlight is actually a
warm white color, why do we light and grade moonlight to
appear like a cold blue?.
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However it is true that under most circumstances we do not
perceive the color of moonlit objects. Moon light reflection
off of the ocean, water appears black.

Moonlight Cinematography: Bold Color, Rich Skin Tone, High
Contrast | IndieWire
[/caption] If the Moon's up, go take a look and see what color
it is. If you're looking during the daylight, the Moon will
look faint and white.
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There's an inherent visual tension in the look of Barry
Jenkin's “Moonlight.” Set in the harsh realities of Liberty
City, an impoverished section of.
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There's an inherent visual tension in the look of Barry
Jenkin's “Moonlight.” Set in the harsh realities of Liberty
City, an impoverished section of.
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Isitsomekindofillusion,orperhapsisitjustanartisticconvention?
Language: English. Reply to this topic Start new topic.
Ifyouhavethecrewandequipmenttopullitoff,maybestartwitha12x12frame
generous and forthright sharing of knowledge with your fellow
artists is something, i think, that we should all aspire to!
So what did you end up doing?
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